our video wall mounts with their displays. With our kiosk enclosures, we have offered a fully integrated solution with a display to go inside the enclosure, the enclosure itself, the media player to play content on the display, and even the touch overlay (if the solution needs to be touch-enabled). In providing solutions this way, we're able to give the integrators what they need as seamlessly as possible. They can come to one vendor to get everything they need."

—Brian McClimans, vice president, global business development, Peerless-AV

 beverage

Product bundles introduce customers to the digital signage industry with easy-to-use solutions that include everything needed to run content on a single digital screen. NEC's all-in-one bundles for business signage needs—which can include displays, computers and wall mounts—provide the necessary components for successful first deployments. These bundles provide customers an end-to-end solution that solves a particular problem and achieves a specific goal. NEC has the widest portfolio of display solutions in the market, and by creating bundles that outline projects piece by piece, they allow partners to develop the perfect combination of products to maximize branding and expand customer reach.”

—Keith Yanke, senior director, product marketing for large screen displays and projectors, NEC

Adaptive Technologies

"We see suppliers bundling more and more, but so much more is necessary. That is why Adaptive approaches digital signage first from the overall engineering perspective, then secondly from component selection. We guide customers through a maze of design considerations, including often overlooked factors, such as facility structure, environment, safety, deployment, longevity, and service. Most of these have little to do with components. Once all of the elements for the entire project are accounted for, and with the help of our partners, Adaptive then recommends the appropriate structure and components for use at the specific location."

—Paul Allen, president, Adaptive Technologies Group

Planar

“As a premier digital signage provider, Planar delivers a variety of best-in-class displays with the flexibility to offer a complete solution from our portfolio. The newly updated and expanded Planar ContentSmart family provides full HD and 4K media player options, which come..."